Conditions are given, on a domain D of a Stein manifold X, for the cohomology groups H q {D\^) to be Frechet-Schwartz spaces for every q > 0 and every coherent sheaf 3^ on X.
Introduction. Let Kbea complex space and & a coherent sheaf on V. It is well-known that we can endow H q (V\3 r ) of a structure of topological vector space such that its separated H q (V;^)/0) is a Frechet-Schwartz (F.S.) space. It is of some interest to know when H q {V\9 r ) is itself F.S. (For instance it is possible, if the answer is affirmative, to prove a Kϋnneth formula.) This is the case when V is Stein and & is any coherent sheaf on V, or when V = X -K, where X is Stein, K is a compact set with a fundamental system of Stein neighborhoods and & is a coherent sheaf on X. This is proved in ([3] , Theoreme 2.19, page 40).
In this paper we find conditions on a domain Z>, in a connected Stein manifold X of dimension n > 1, which are sufficient for the groups H q {D\S r ) to be F.S. and the cohomology groups with compact support H%(D;&') to be D.F.S. (Dual of Frechet-Schwartz) for every q > 0 and every coherent sheaf SF on X. These conditions turn out to be also necessary if the complex dimension of X is 2. Also we obtain a cohomology duality theorem for such domains.
Preliminaries. Consider a domain D in a connected Stein manifold X of dimension n > 1, let S be the union of the connected compact components of X -D and D' = D U S; the set D' is open and connected ([11] page 30). Let K be a compact subset of X and <9{K) be the direct limit lim #(U) with the inductive limit topology; let >UDK spec <f(K) be the spectrum of &{K), i.e. the set of all nonzero continuous homomorphisms of the algebra (f(K) into C. Following [13] we say that K is holomorphically convex if the usual evaluation map g: K -• spec^(AΓ) given by g{x){f) -f(x) is bijective.
In this paper we will study the domains D which fulfill the following conditions:
( Proof. Let { U n } ne^ be a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of A: such that C/ Λ+1 c U n .
For every U n , let U n be the envelope of holomorphy of U n . Each U n is thus a Riemann domain over X.
Let π n : U n -> X be the projection on X; let i n : U n -• U n be the canonical embedding and for n > m let φ ntm : ϋ n -• U m be the map induced by the inclusion J n>m : U n -+ U m .
Given the compact sets: e U n : \f(x)\ < Consider the projective system (K n ;φ ntm ); the projective limit of this system is isomorphic to K. Thus for every neighborhood U no there exists n\ > n 0 such that for every n > n\ we have:
Now if we take ^* on ϋ n as the inverse image sheaf of & through π, we have an algebraic isomorphism:
m>n
The map Θ? derives from restriction maps and therefore it is continuous for the inductive limit topologies. Moreover K is the projective limit of K n so every element in Γ(AΓ;«?") comes from an element in ) for some n e N. Then we have a continuous map:
The map p is the inverse of Θ&-. The map Θ&-is therefore a topological isomorphism.
In a neighborhood of K we have the exact sequence of sheaves:
and the corresponding:
In fact for holomorphically convex compact sets, theorem B holds ( [6] page 73). The spaces Γ(K n ;&J) 9 T{K n \@ζ), and T{K n \3^) with the inductive limit topology are D.F.S. and the maps of the exact sequences are topological homomorphisms ( [2] page 236).
If we pass to the inductive limit we get:^ 
By induction hypothesis, so H q (W -S;^) is F.S. and by excision H«{U-S;f) is F.S.
If q = n-I the cohomology sequence is: 
From the hypotheses we deduce that 
. By construction the set X -D f has no compact connected components, then Γ k (X -/)'; Ω n ) = 0 and (a) follows.
To prove (b), ίixreN, then (2.8) gives that H q (X -K' r \tf) = 0 for 0 < q < n -1 and To prove this theorem we need to make some other remarks. Let U be a Stein neighborhood of a holomorphically convex compact set K CX. For q > 0 the inductive limit topology on T{K\Ext q {9'\ζl n )) induces a D.F.S. topology on Ext^(ΛΓ;^;Ω") via the canonical isomorphism.
We will call this the L topology. On the other hand, Theorems 1 and 2 of §2 imply that H%(U;&') is F.S. for every q > 0, then by (y), Ext^ ^ Ω") with the topology of the sequence (2.3) is D.F.S. We will call this the T topology. 
